
  

Social   Selling:   More   business,   
less   time.   
Better   relationships,   improved   sales,   less   customer   turnover   &   time   
for   what   really   counts.     

Aragorn   Social   Selling   Doctor’s   ConnectFirst   Method   is   a   proven   method   for   Managers   and   their   (sales)   teams   to   
grow   leads,   opportunities   and   sales,   retain   customers   and   strengthen   the   customer   relationship   in   a   modern   way.   

LinkedIn,   isn't   that   just   Facebook   for   adults?   You   don't   want   a   new   job   at   all,   right?     
What   should   I   do   with   it?   Post   stu�?   Then   what?   For   whom?   Do   I   have   to   write   articles   every   day?   I   don't   have   
time   for   that   ..   

  
Di�cult!   ...   and   also   a   bit   scary,   right?      
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How   do   they   do   it?   
These   are    uncertain   times    again,   but   the   market   is   not   saturated.   Although   there   is    competition    every   corner   
and   budgets   are   being   cut.   Customers   no   longer   answer   the   phone   and   'we   will   call   you'   is   the   favorite   creed.   
Existing   customers    walk   out    unannounced ,    with   no   explanation,   probably   for   the    illusion    of   a   better   deal   
elsewhere?   

What   is   the   cause   of   this?   If   you   look   at   the    competitor    you   see   a    strong   brand    in   the   market.   The   competitor   
beats   his   chest    on   all   channels.   Instagram,   Facebook   or   LinkedIn,   no   matter   where   you   look,   they    post    and   
advertise    everywhere,   they   seem   to   haunt   you   with   their    unrealistic   promises    to   your   customers!   Why   does   
the   market   believe   in   them?   and   not   in   you?   

It   isn’t   necessarily   going   bad,   but   it   could   certainly   be   a   lot   better   and   what   if   this   trend   continues?     

Symptom   or   cause?   
You   think   you   know   the    answer .   The   answer   to    disappointing   sales    lies   with   the   market,   the   competition,   the   
customer   and   probably   your   own   sales   team.   

The   market   is   challenging,   it   has   been   going   well   in   recent   years,   but   now   there   is   uncertainty.   Are   we   heading   for   
another   recession?   The   competitor   has   more    marketing   budget ,   greater    brand   awareness    with   your   target   
audience   and   simply   has   more    manpower    to   serve   the   market.   The   customer   is    not   clear    on   how   we   can   help   
him   and   doesn’t   involve   you   on   time.   Your   sales   team   is   continuously    putting   out    fires   and   is   struggling   to   keep   
up..   

You   may   have   already    taken    action.   You   hired   a    marketing   agency ,   the    results   of    which   aren’t   yet   
forthcoming.   Except   for   a   lot   of   likes   to   a   few    posts    about   your   recent   team   workshop,   the   company   outing   and   
the   company   sales-kicko�,   not   much   has   changed.   

  

The   point   is.   None   of   this   is   the   real   problem,   and   you   know   it.   
The   internet   provides    Decision-makers    with   more    information    than   ever,   buyers   and   their   trade   have   really   
developed,   but   sales   still   live    1983    and   secretly   they   all   still   think    success    means   being   the   Wolf   of   Wall   Street.     
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Today's   customer   is    not    the   customer,   not   the   customer   of   the   80’s,   90’s   or   even   early   2000’s,   but   what   does   
that   mean   for   you?   

  Year   after   year   the   same   outdated   sales   training   is   repeated:    Spin   selling,   Getting   to   yes,   the   Challenger   Sale,   
and   it   should   preferably   never   cost   more   than   half   a   day.     

Times   have   changed   
The   longer   you   stick   with   this   outdated   approach,   the   further   behind   the   curve   you’ll   be.   The   number   of   
customers   that   leave   will   grow   and   the   bigger   the   head   start   of   the    competition    will   be.   

Who   is   this   smartass?   
An   introverted   geek   who   loves   gadgets,   science,   the   latest   developments   in   
communication   technology   and   the   internet,   the   repository   for   all   human   
knowledge   (and   cat   pictures).     

Extroverted   motivator   who   finds   energy   and   satisfaction   in   communication.   
Both   on   stage   and   through   the   sharing   of   ideas   and   knowledge   1-on-1.   

“Do   or   Do   not,   there   is   no   try”   -   Master   Yoda   

I’ve   got   just   two   gears,   Full   power   or   nothing,   a   growth   mindset   and   I’m   always   looking   for   opportunities   to   
improve.   Ambitious   for   myself   and   the   people   I   work   with.   

37   years   old   with   over   10   years   of   experience   in   tech   and   sales.   Straight   Line   Selling,   Buyer   Focused   Selling,   
Solution   Selling   I've   seen   it   all   at   Oracle,   Indeed   and   at   LinkedIn   as   Regional   Account   Manager   EMEA   (where   my   
clients   were   Top   100   clients,   including   EY,   PwC,   BNP   Paribas,   Bayer,   ABB,   Novo   Nordisk).     

Enthusiastic   about:   CrossFit   /   Twitch   /   MC   for   events    /   On-stage   Moderator   and   Negotiating   &   Communication   
training.     My   name   is    Aragorn   Meulendijks    and   I   am   the   creator   of   the   ConnectFirst   Method   for   developing   Social   
Selling   Mastery   and    I   don’t   believe   in   No-Win   scenarios      
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Social   selling   will   replace   
traditional   sales   
Social   selling   is   the   natural   evolution   of   traditional   sales.   Here’s   why   

Social   selling   is   scalable   and   relational     

By   implementing   social   selling   throughout    sales   process    you   lay   the   groundworks   for   relationships   with   your   
customers   and   start   the    sales   cycle    before   the   customer   even   knows   he   needs   you.   Where   traditional   sales   were   
mainly   about   one-to-one   conversations,     lots   of   calls,    co�ee   drinking    and   driving   around,   social   selling   shifts   the   
way   relationships   are   build   to   those    online   platforms    your   customer    active    on .    is    This   way   you   not   only   build   a   
relationship    with   one   customer,   but    with   all   your   (potential)   customers    at   once,   long   before   it   their   needs   
become   urgent.   

Social   Selling   starts   long   before   the   first    personal   contact    and   your    reach    can   extend   well   beyond   your   direct   
network.   The   base   for   trust,   therefore,   is   built,   long   before   the   first   call   or   face-to-face   meeting.   

You   know   better   than   anyone:   Relationships   are   built   on    trust    and   Deals   are   built   on    relationships .   
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Credibility   

“Hi,   am   I   speaking   to   (your-name-here)?   Do   you   like   to   drink   water?   Is   healthy   water   important   to   you?   Is   your   
children’s   health   important   to   you?   Would   you   choose   water   with   vitamins   over   water   without?   Do   you   want   the   
best   for   your   family?   ”     we’ve   all   had   these   horribly   annoying   sales   calls   around   dinnertime.   

You   don’t   want   to   give   your   customer   this    experience    do   you?    Nobody    appreciates    cold   calling    anymore..   PA’s   
are   instructed   to   ‘get   rid’   of   you   or   worse   ...   prospects   never   pick   up   their   phone   at   all.     

Visibility   +   Credibility   =   Profitability   -   Ivan   Misner   
  

That   was    1983 ,   this   is    2020 .   Social   Selling   is   the   natural    evolution    of   cold   calling   and   traditional   door-to-door   
sales..   Making    unsolicited    calls   or   approaching   decision   makers   unannounced   is    outdated .   Just   like   you,   they   
do    online   research    before   they   buy   anything.   Just   like   you,   they   do   research   on   Social   Media   like   LinkedIn   when   
someone   is   recommended   or   when   they   wish   to   know   more   about   suppliers.     

So   what   is   needed?     

Be    visible    as   an   expert   and   trusted   advisor.   Build    credibility    with   your   target   audience,   your   potential   
customer,    add   value    and    help    before   they   ask.   Help   them   identify   problems   before   they   arise.   Share   your   
knowledge   and   add   value   with   every   interaction.   The   consequence?   The   prospect   will    decide    by   himself,   
unconsciously    that   you   are   the    best   choice    to   help   him   solve   his   problem.   

Example :    This   document   gave   you   insights   into   the   importance   of   Social   Selling.   If   the   information   is   not   of   
value   to   you,   chances   are   I   cannot   help   you   further.   

Does   it   appeal   to   you?   Then   you   are   technically   already   a   step   further   in   my   Social   selling   approach   and   I   might   
be   able   to   help   you.   Interesting   isn't   it?   
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Is   Social   Selling   for   you?   
You   still   think   Social   Media    is   a   FAD ?   You   think   it   is    for   children    and   teenagers?    Useless    or   not   interesting?   
Business   runs    'fine'    the   way   you’ve   always   done   it?   You   have    no   energy    or   time   for   even   more   ‘ di�cult   
things '?   You   find   posts   on   social   media    a�ectatious    or   even   pretentious?   You   prefer   to   stay   in   your    comfort   
zone ,   you   can’t   even   handle   the   amount   of   customers   you   have   now   ..      

If   that   is   you,   stop   reading   now,   Social   Selling   and   the   ConnectFirst   Method   are    NOT    for   you.   

Who   benefits   from    Social   Selling    and   therefore   the     ConnectFirst   Method?   
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How   do   you   do   that?   
The   ConnectFirst   Method   focuses   on   building    trust    and    a   relationship .     
In   order   to   do   this   we   follow   a    Simple   4   Step   process:   

Targeting   
A   clear   picture   of   your    target   audience    and   their   
needs,   dreams,   their   psychographics .   
Personal   Brand   
based   on   your    expertise   and   knowledge    of   the   needs   
of   your    target   audience .   

  

Content   
tailored   to   your    target   audience .   This   is   how   you   
build   trust    and    expert   status.   
Mindset   
Social   Selling    is   a    modern   way    of   thinking   and   
working   on    customer   relations   and   sales    with   new   
routines   to   go   with   it.   
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Targeting    
The   basis   for   trust   and   a   relationship   

By   very   consciously   specifying   your   target   audience,   you   get   a   clear   idea   of   what   they   really   need   and   how   you   
can   best   anticipate   and   connect   with   them.   

Selling   is   often   a   struggle .   You   and   your   customer   are   often   your   own   greatest   opponents.   

  In   order   to   succeed   you   not   only   need   to   know   yourself   well,   but   also   your   customer,   your   target   target   audience.   
What   drives   them?   How   do   they   think?   What   do   they   really   want?   

When   you   know   and   understand   your   target   audience   through   and   through,   you   can    anticipate    their    objections ,   
answer   questions    before   they   ask   them   and   solve   problems   before   they   arrive.  

  
Times   change,   circumstances   change   and   nothing   is   as   irrational   and   changeable   as   men   and   women.   So   it   is   
necessary   to   always   keep   a   pulse.   To   measure   is   to   know.   
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Personal   Brand   

Why   a    Personal    brand?   Don’t   we   have   a   company   Brand?   

The   internet   made   the   world   smaller,   but   the   distance   to   our   
customers   is   greater   than   ever.   As   a   result,    the   personal   
relationship    has   become   even   more   important.    Customers   want   
a   human   and   personal   connection.   

Where   does   the   customer   get   a    first   impression    of   us   these   days?   Exactly!    Online .   

So,   paradoxically,   it   is    more   important    than   ever   to   make   a   good   first   impression.     
We   all   know   how   important   a   first   impression   is!     

What's   your    personal   brand ?    Your   client   wants   to   know   who   you   are,   why   you   
can   be   trusted   and   what   drives   you,   before   they   dare   to   do   business   with   you.     

Trust   comes   on   foot   and   goes   on   horseback.   When   you   have    built   trust    with   
your   'brand'   and   positioned   yourself   as   an    expert ,   you   also   lay   the    foundation   
for   a   connection    with   your    target   audience ,   your   customer.   After   all,   we   
cannot   do   business   without   that   connection.     

Social   Selling   is   relational   and   personal.   

When   done   right,   connecting   with   your   client   will   be   a   natural   step   based   on   the   visibility   and   credibility   you   have   
created.     

When   you   are    connected    to   your   client,    stay   top   of   mind ,   
have   established   yourself   as   an    expert    and    trust    is   
established,   doing    business   becomes   a   matter   of   course   

when   the   need   arises.     
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Content   
Building   trust   is   essential.   

Digitisation    of   society   has   completely   changed   our   lives   over   the   
past   20   years.   Our   lives   are   partially   spent   online   more   and   more.   
We   book   our   holidays   online,   order   food   online,   have   clothes   as   
well   as   the   latest   gadgets   delivered   by   Amazon.   Meanwhile,   we   
make   our    choices    based   on    reviews    from   good   neighbors,   distant   
friends   and   even   strangers.   

Content    is   essential   for   building   visibility   and   credibility.     

Only   by   being   consistently   visible   and   relevant,   by   providing   
added   value   even   before   there   is   a   commercial   relationship   you   
build   trust   and   the   status   of   'thought   leader'   with   your   target   
audience   and   potential   customers.   

Social   Selling    is   therefore   also    building   trust    in   multiple   steps.   
Consistent    and    valuable    content   and    knowledge   sharing    adds   value   for   your   customers   long   before   they   need   
you.   This   helps   to   build   your    brand    and   acts   as    lead   funnel .   They   will   make   you   a    thought-leader    and    trusted   
advisor    in   the   minds   and   hearts   of   your   target   audienc e.     

This   in   turn   creates   a   fertile   ground   for   personal   contacts   and   trust.   When   real   need   arises,   you   are   top   of   mind   
and   first   choice.   Studies   show   that   more   and   more   customers   are   willing   to   pay   more   for   quality,   but   they   will  
still   need   to   know   who   you   are   and   that   you   can   o�er   that   quality.   

For    B2B    LinkedIn   is   your   most   important   platform    as   a   professional.   LinkedIn   is   
the   only   platform   that   professionals   visit   with   their   work,   expertise   and   
business   goals   in   mind.    Knowledge   sharing    and    networking    is   the   main   activity   
instead   of   cat   pictures   or   selfies   like   on   Facebook   and   instagram.     

Will   they   find   you   there?   What   will   their   impression   of   you   be?     
How   are   you   visible?   Is   this   in   line   with   your   goals   and   the   needs   of   your   client?      
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Mindset   

It   all   seems   simple.   Build   your   brand   and   image,   identify   your   target   audience   and   connect   with   them   as   a   trusted   
knowledge-sharing   advisor   and   thought-leader.   Unfortunately,   it's   never   as   simple   as   it   seems.   A   new   Mindset   is   
necessary.   This   is   not   a   Quick   Fix,   this   new   way   of   working   requires   a   new   way   of   thinking.   

Social   Selling    is   like   going   to   the   gym.     
You   don't   get    results   in   one   day    or   even   a   week   or   month.     
It's   a   marathon   and   not   a   sprint.     
Just   like   Judo   or   Tai-Chi,   it's   also   a   mix   of   push   and   pull.     

80%    Of    modern   sales    is    pull   marketing .     
To   become   a   thought-leader   in   your   market,   your   target   audiences   needs   to   know   that   you   are   a,   no,   THE   expert   
in   your   field.     

20%    Is   push,   consciously   initiating   conversations   
with   the   contacts   and   organisations   you   want   to   do   
business   with.    Pull    activities   are   a   lead   generator   
that   support   and   underpin   your    push    activities.   

Routines   

To   get   fit   you   need   more   than   just   the    occasional   run    and    lifting   of   weights .   It   requires   a   training   regime   with   
daily   exertion   and   conscious   handling   of   what   you   eat.   It's   also   something   you   always   have   to   keep   up,   because   
when   you   stop   you   quickly   become   less   fit   and   fatter   again.    So    daily   routines    are   crucial.     

  

Breaking    routines ,   building   and   maintaining   new   ones   is   
not   something   you   do   overnight.   It   takes    time    and   
perseverance .    It   takes   dedication.   
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A   taste   of   what’s   possible...   
At   a   Management   Consultancy   agency   that   
completed   a   10-week   program,   one   of   the   
participating   consultants   received   an   
immediate    and    solid   request    via   LinkedIn.   
during   the    third   week    of   the   program.   

  

A   big   client   in   telecom   and   cyber   security   
received   a    sales   qualified   lead,    which   led   to   an   
order    worth    150k   of   revenue    within   12   weeks.   

  

In   an   engineering   firm   of   international   
stature   they   won   a    tender    worth    1.5   
million    in   revenue   with   at   a   major   oil   
company.   The   customer   specifically   noted   
that   the    completeness    and    quality    of   LinkedIn   profiles   for   all   consultants   was   the   decisive   factor,   despite   
higher   price   compared   to   their   competitors.   

  

Two   clients,   one   in   the   Tech(Apple   Device   Management)   and     one   in   Insurance   (Centralbeheer)   receiver   several   
orders   and   leads   within   weeks,   through   Social   
Selling.   They   also   noted   they   saw   a   decrease   in   
negotiations   centered   on   price.   

This   program   achieves   full    Return   on   Investment    within    6   months .   Not   to   mention   compounded   increased   
returns   over   years   to   come.   

“Not   for   us”   
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“We   already   had   a   'LinkedIn   training'.   We   improved   our   profiles   and   got   some   tips   to   create   content.   
There   were   little   if   any   real   results”   

Remember   when   you   went   to   get   your   driver's   license?   Did   you   do   that   in    one   lesson ?   Once   you   knew   how   to   do   
it,   did   it    go   smoothly    or   did   you   still   put   it   in   wrong   gear   sometimes?   Forget   to   look   over   your   shoulder?     
How    much    did   it    cost ?   I   bet,   at   the   time   it   was   quite   a    big   investment ,   but   you   knew   it   would   be   worth   it,   
something   that   would   benefit   you   all   your   life.   

"It   is   rarely   a   mysterious   technique   that   drives   us   to   the   top,   but   
rather   a   profound   mastery   of   what   may   well   be   a   basic   skill   set."     

-     Josh   Waitzkin   

It's   nice   to   spend   a    few   hours    learning   some   new   stu�.   Afterwards   you   are   full   of    new   ideas    and    inspired    by   
the    new   approach ,   but   how   long   does   it   usually   last?   Science   has   shown   us,   that   after   a   week   or   two,   retention   
of   the   new   insights,   knowledge   and   skills   rarely   exceeds   20%.    Repetition   is   key.   

A   new    mindset    and    routines    are   not   acquired   in   a   workshop   or   half-day   of   training.   These   require   time   and   
dedication   to   ensure   that   the   new   skills   become   second   nature.   Consistency   is   key.   

The   true    profit    lies,   as   with   investing,   in   the   compounded   interest   over   time.   It   grows   year   on   year   on   year.     
It's   a   Marathon,   not   a   Sprint.   

"We   do   everything   in   our   network."   

“Our   customers   aren't   on   LinkedIn   or   Social   Media”   

“If   we   post   every   day,   won’t   our   customers   get   tired   of   us?”   

What   happens   when   you   apply   
social   selling?   

● Sales   and   revenue   growth   become   more   robust   
By   providing   continuous   added   value,   customer   relationships   are   stronger   and   loyalty   is   greater.   This   
takes   the   uncertainty   out   of   sales.   Figures   for   new   business,   cross,   deep   and   upsell   become   more   stable   
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and   growth   more   dependable.   Social   Selling   also   ensures   greater   scalability.   You   can   reach   far   more   
(potential)   customers   in   the   same   amount   of   time   with   less   e�ort.   

  
● Customer   churn   decreases   

If   sales   people   spend   less   time   keeping   customers   on   board,   they   have   more   time   to   better   help   
customers.   Better   helped   customers   are   happier   customers.   Satisfied   customers   don't   just   leave,   not   
even   to   save   a   few   euros,   people   are   risk   averse.   Why   replace   what   works   with   something   untested?   
Social   Selling   ensures   that   existing   customers   receive   daily   added   value   from   you   and   your   team.   

  
● Marketing   costs   drop   or   you   achieve   more   results   with   the   same   budget.   

Reach,   the   greater   your   reach,   the   more   impactful   your   marketing.   When   all   employees   act   as   an   
amplifier   for   your   message   ( employee   advocacy ),   you   reach   more   people.   Word-of-Mouth   advertising   is   
the   oldest   and   most   powerful   form   of   marketing   and   the   foundation   of   sales   and   customer   confidence   
and   Social   Media   are   the   digital,   modern   version   of   this.   

  
● Profits   grow   

When   more   sales   are   made,   customer   portfolios   grow   and   the   results   of   marketing   campaigns   are   
better,   profits   automatically   grow   with   them.   The   goal   of   any   healthy   company   is   thus   achieved.   

  
● The   first   results   become   tangible   /   visible   within   10   weeks.   

Trust   grows   with   results   and   demonstrable   evidence.   All   of   my   clients   achieve   their   first   real   results   
during   the   programme.   Leads,   requests   and   sometimes   even   direct   assignments,   these   strengthen   
confidence   in   the   approach   and   act   as   a   direct   Return   on   Investment.   

What   now?   
If   the   information   in   this   white   paper   has   given   you   new   insights   or   has   strengthened   your   belief   in   social   selling   

and   you   would   like   to   know   how   you   can   apply   it   in   your   (sales)   team   or   organization,   these   are   the   things   
ConnectFirst   o�ers   

Social   Selling   Tracks   

For   

Sales,   Marketing,   Managers,   leaders   and   their   
teams   who   want   to   learn   how   to   sell,   build   and   
maintain   relationships   in   a   way   that   suits   our   times.   
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They   understand   that   Social   Selling   is   absolutely   
necessary   for   business   success   in   the   next   decade.     

Results   

In   a   period   of   8-12   weeks   through   a   combination   of   
Online   Video   Content,   Assignments   and   Live   
Webinars.   You’ll   learn   everything   you   need   to   know   
about   Building   your   Brand,   Posting   like   a   Prof,   
Refreshing   your   Profile   and   building   the   right   
routines   for   successful   social   selling.   

  

Social   Selling   Online   Courses   

For   

Individual   Professionals   that   want   to   Build   their   
Personal   Brand,   Become   known   as   Industry   Experts,   
Generate   Leads,   Close   deals.   

  

Results     

There   are   several   Modules.   Each   focussed   on   a   
di�erent   need   or   di�erent   audience.     
Post   like   Pro   
Rock   your   Profile   
Mindset   of   Social   Selling   
Social   Selling   for   Boomers   

Personal   Coaching   

For   more   information,   schedule   a   strategy   call.   

Strategic   Call   

If   this   whitepaper   has   got   you   thinking   and   you   feel   you   need   to   do   something,   but   don't   know   exactly   where   to   
start,   then   this   conversation   will   be   valuable   to   you.   Together   we   will   find   out   if   Social   Selling   is   for   you   and   what   
the   impact   would   be   for   you   and   your   team   or   organization.     

During   a   20   minute   call   we   will   walk   through   your   situation,   answer   questions   about   your   organization   and   team   
and   you   can   ask   me   anything   you   want   about   Social   Selling   and   the   ConnectFirst   Method.   

Afterwards   you   will   know   the   right   next   step   for   you.   

You   can   schedule   a    Strategic   call    directly   via   this   link:   
calendly.com/aragorn/strategic-call-is-social-selling-right-for-you   
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